
Connext Post & Beam


Connext Post & Beam is pleased to announce a new tool — the “Beam Boss” slotter.   
Creating accurate slots is key to using the Connext system.   The new slotter has been in 
development for the last 18 months and is designed to provide a high quality tool for cutting 
slots faster and easier.


The Beam Boss slotter has the following advantages over the current EZ slotter:


- There is no requirement to secure (screw) the slotter to the beam

- The tool does not need a hole drilled in the chain saw bar

- The Beam Boss slotter comes with simple to use spacers that allow it to easily work with 

any size beam.   Simple adjustments can be made with additional washers

-  The slotter self centers with the spacers for beam sizes of 3.5 inches to 8 inches

- Will cut square or diagonal slots

- Full tool quality

- Fast and easy to use


In addition to this family of slotters, Connext also offers the Rotary Table/Chain Saw Guide 
combination tool.   The RT/CSG enables easy timber cutting at adjustable angles.   The tool is 
perfect for cutting and notching beams (for example bird’s mouth, end cuts, or angles).

EZ Slotter The Beam Boss Pro Slotter

Targeted Users Low cost/DIY jobs Jobs with large number 
of slots

Multiple Jobs and large 
beam cutting

Beam size 3.5 to 8 3.5 to 8 All sizes

Centering Screw on rail for 
adjustments

Easy to use Centering 
Spacers provided

Adjustable

Securing Chain Saw 
Blade to tool

Drilling hole in Chain 
Saw Bar required

Chain Saw Blade 
clamped securely

Chain Saw Blade 
clamped securely

Screw tool to beam? Yes No Yes

Slot Diagonal beams Yes Yes No

Square Cut No No Yes

Tool Quality DIY High High

Weight 7 lbs 6 lbs 18 lbs

Price $99 $299 $650


